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Vision-Space: Replicating the Underlying Structure to
our Presentations of Vision in Images
Abstract
This paper attempts to provide a summary of how the processes of intuitive record or
1st person data (artists working from life study) has enabled artists to look deep into
the structure of visual perception and using these insights usher in a new form of
illusionary space, almost unnoticed. The underlying theory to what has been termed
Vision-Space, charts what will be considered by many to be a ‘hazardous’ journey
between scientific research and the phenomenological style of inquiry used by visual
artists.1 In order to study vision it is necessary to study the phenomenon as it occurs
to us on an experiential basis and the repercussions of breakthrough at this level
appear to challenge some base assumptions made about visual perception. They
also signal the start of a new era in visual representation, one dominated by
perceptual structure and not optical projection. There will be a fundamental shift in all
forms of information display away from virtual reality to systems operating in
accordance with ‘experiential reality’.

Aims
There are three main concerns underpinning this abbreviated exposition of VisionSpace.
The primary purpose is to attempt to explain at an elementary level what it is that
visual artists encounter (experience) within phenomenal field and subsequently
record, articulate or manifest to achieve the specialist saliency of intuitive record.
“The work of art does not aim to convey something else, just itself” Wittgenstein

The second is to substantiate the connections between visual art and experimental
psychology with respect to vision and the role that Vision-Space may play in that
development. I think it is also pertinent to consider the health implications of longterm immersion in artificial visual environments.
The third is in its infancy, to encourage structured longer-term dialogue between
various disciplines to forge an integrated multidisciplinary understanding of
‘perceptual structure’ and perhaps even the nature of awareness.
As I see it, the distinctive task of a science of consciousness is to systematically integrate two
key classes of data into a scientific framework: third-person data about behaviour and brain
processes, and first-person data about subjective experience. I think both sorts of
phenomena have the status of data for a science of consciousness. David Chalmers,
Department of Philosophy University of Arizona

The vision scientists will need to acknowledge that vision is ‘prior to science’,2
something closer to a controlled hallucination than the projection of optics. Vision1

rd

3 person (objective) data from vision-science has been essential in the subsequent task of transposing VisionSpace into other forms of representational media.
2
Heidegger proposed that our sense of being precedes any notions of how or in what manner any particular being or
beings exist, it is pre-conceptual, non-propositional, and hence pre-scientific.
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Space is therefore setting out phenomenal field as belonging to realm of ‘mind’, not
‘brain’.3 To move forwards with this the reader is required to suspend the requirement
for ‘proof’ and ‘statistical verification’ at this initial stage in order to listen to the story,
learn how to look, to help establish the mechanisms of Vision-Space and then to plot
how best to pose meaningful questions with respect to the stimuli generated.
The art enthusiast will need to understand that references to key painters and their
work in relation to visual perception are not an attempt to sum the entire ‘content’ of
their work. Vision-Space provides a basic architecture, a means to understand the
degree to which visual artists are sensitive to the structures and dynamic
underpinning visual perception and to what extent their records inform us about
perceptual structure. It is possible to approach the ‘meaning’ or ‘content’ of art in this
respect and it is both healthy and entirely appropriate to do so.

Outlining Vision-Space
The theory outlined in this paper and the intuitive observations underpinning VisionSpace are relevant to both the arts and the vision sciences in that they appear to
establish the fundamentals of a new form of 2D illusionary space, which is based
firmly on perceptual structure as opposed to perspective and the fundamentals of
optical projection. Vision-Space should provide a new and more meaningful platform
from which to generate stimuli for psychophysical analysis. 4 The existing VisionSpace software draws together findings from both visual science and visual art, this
relationship needs to be deepened and expanded.5 The assertion is we appear to
have developed an understanding of how phenomenal field is set up, its data
structures and the dynamic of information exchange that take place within it to deliver
the saliency of vision. It also provides a new vantage point from which to evaluate
and appreciate the contributions made by key artists over the last three centuries to
this endeavour. As this new system of representation emerges for use within our
information display systems there are likely to be significant implications across
multiple industries. As we understand more about ‘typical’ perceptual structures we
are also likely to be better placed to understand atypical variations. There are likely
to be health related benefits particularly in education and people struggling with ASD
related conditions.6

Introduction
The act and art of ‘looking’ has long been a basic tenet of the visual arts. To many
this statement may seem trivial, it isn’t! My art tutor at school constantly reminded us
that we needed to ‘learn how to look’.7 Once this introspective investigative process
has started, all hope of maintaining solid ground in the form of the accepted
principles of representation quickly fades. If you do not find yourself at sea and
feeling uneasy then you are simply not looking hard enough and not thinking about
the consequences of the experience. The surprising thing is, that we understand
precious little about this activity of ‘breaking into the visual percept’ and have
consequently learned little about what’s actually involved in us being ‘objective’.8
However, certain visual artists working from ‘life’ have become masters of the
3

Some scientists and of course philosophers have in fact lead the way to this understanding.
Perceptual Technologies has started the process of commercialising Vision-Space and is actively establishing
commercial partners to progress the technology under license.
5
My thanks to Prof Jan Koendrink on multiple levels
6
Vision-Space is patent protected
7
This fundamental aspect of art education has since gone out of fashion!
8
The Ontology of the Experiential, John Jupe ERA 2013
4
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investigative processes required to penetrate this most natural of processes. Once
the validity of this endeavour has been taken on board, the works of the ‘great
observers’ can be appreciated for what they contain: a fascinating insight into our
presentations of phenomenal field. To some extent Intuitive records chart these
encounters making it possible to start to understand some of the universal
constraints underpinning perceptual structure. Once in this position we should be
able to establish synergies with the cognitive programming architectures currently
under development.9 This study area must logically connect with those studying
visual process. The complexities of vision are neither trivial nor obvious and
capturing their essence defines visual art practice. Intuitive record making takes
place at the coalface of the experiential. If we can describe phenomenal field and its
data structures we are depicting the end result of the processes that provision its
generation. Vision is entirely non-photographically rendered.
It should be clear that there are many ways of constructing an image or painting and
many reasons for painting them. Not all visual art works are related to the
phenomenon of vision in any way shape or form. For our purposes, we are interested
in artists who are seriously engaged in the process of investigating the structure of
the phenomenon; exploring the composition, the nature (structure and dynamic) of
the information presented and perhaps even how these aspects change according to
the task being undertaken. The degree to which the artists understand this
engagement in is obviously open to debate, a pointless and counter productive
pursuit as far as I am concerned as the more aware they become of the processes
the less likely they are of conceptually free engagement with the experiential and so
the delivery of their goal; the depiction of experiential encounter containing aspects
on not just ‘what’ was seen but also ‘how’ they saw it.
Artists actively engaged in this from of introspection are communicating significant
insights into ‘our relationship with the real’. This is an on-going seemingly bottomless
process, one that deepens throughout the life of an individual artist and one that
collectively deepens over longer time scales as one artist builds through the insights
of former artists or even contemporaries, leap-frogging into new territory. In my view,
the history of art as a discipline has failed miserably to communicate this adventure
in a substantive way.
I wrote this paragraph a long time ago, “By direct mark making, artists open up
certain aspects of visual perception. In some respects, in intuitive record from life
study, there are no base assumptions. If you make a mark, then another, then
another you are not taking a picture, you are recording facets of visual perception.
Recording ‘how’ as well as ‘what’ we see. One mark may correspond to one
projection of conscious vision then previously suppressed information may be
responsible for the next. If you learn to organise these projections, understand their
characteristics, how the mind tends to use them and the intent that drives, them, you
are working ‘inside visual perception’.” It still carries the basic message I think.
I wish to make the clear assertion that artists involved in this phenomenological
approach to the investigation of vision have been breaking into the visual percept,
looking further down the ‘pipeline’ beyond acceptance of visual presentations to
examine how they are constructed and offered up as experiential vision. This
9

http://act-r.psy.cmu.edu/about/, http://www.cogsci.rpi.edu/~rsun/clarion.html
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developing skill base has brought with it new insights that have significant
implications across multiple disciplines. At the top end it becomes possible to
determine that monocular phenomenal field is both composite and composed.
Underlying our monocular presentations of vision is the realisation that two principle
and independent ‘data sets’ are being propagated and mediated by mind.10 The
compositions generated with these two information potentials provide us with some
of the fundamental spatial attributes we experience in vision. It is also possible to
appreciate that we create the saliency of vision as much as we detect it and just how
this is undertaken. Into our basic monocular system it is then possible to the isolate
and appreciate how we embed binocular stereo information.

Formulating Vision-Space
Once the basic operations, information structures and compositions of these
monocular and binocular projections have been observed, it becomes possible to
establish underlying ‘principles’ in the same way that there are ‘principles’ to picture
space devices such as ‘central perspective’. In this case, however, the principles are
not based on geometry and/or the fundamentals of optics but on perceptual
structure: what we do with the information we have segmented from the light array
developed into cues and selected to call up as ‘vision’. We as biological systems,
generate phenomenal field and the saliency of vision. It is possible to take all of this
to the logical extreme and consider that the rivalry, cooperation and management of
left and right hemisphere ‘realities’ are played out within our presentations of vision.
Both answers (‘takes’ from each hemisphere) to the question ‘what is occurring out
there’, are required. Dr Iain McGilchrist summarises the characteristics of the left and
right hemispheres as follows:
Left hemisphere: dependent on denotative language and abstraction, yields clarity and power
to manipulate things that are known, fixed, static, isolated, decotextualised, explicit,
disembodied, general in nature, but ultimately lifeless. The right hemisphere, yields a world of
individual, changing, evolving, interconnected, implicit, incarnate, living beings within the
context of the lived world, but in the nature of things never fully graspable, always imperfectly
known – and to this world it exists in a relationship of care.

The mediation of these ‘takes’ on reality defines the basis under which our
phenomenological relationship with the real is formed.
These principles of Vision-Space build into an entirely new form of illusionary space.
Vision-Space engages a viewer of the 2D representation (stimuli) in a more complex
way than traditional picture space. For example, Vision-Space establishes the
‘proximity’ of the viewer (viewer’s spatial location) with respect to the fixated object or
surface within the scene via a texture field. This system naturally extends to indicate
the ‘proximity’ from the fixated object to all adjacent objects forming part of the
depicted scene. The spatial relationships are ‘implied’, implicit within the data-set.
This ‘field’ structure mimics one of the key information structures we as biological
systems generate as phenomenal field as we engage with the environment.

10

A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from the light array, John Jupe ERA
2013
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Fig 1. Self-similar sunflower pattern and its possible articulation as a field potential set out from fixation.
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Fig 2. Vision-Space out-frames from the postproduction software tool
a. Fixation on the stone above the fireplace with drink can in peripheral field
b. Fixation moves to the can in mid air after being thrown towards the observer
c. Fixation still on the can as the hand of the observer moves to perform the catch

This field data structure has essentially remained ‘dark’ to the vision sciences. Armed
with this intuitively derived understanding of the structure within peripheral vision, it is
possible to trace the developing awareness of these and additional insights through
the work of the master painters that form the recent narrative of art history. As a
visual artist, I understand that this is one of the principle reasons why their work has
been able to engage and fascinate us on a higher level than photographic
representation. Until now, paintings containing their individual representational
strategies for this field were the only examples of media able to engender these
specialist subjectively derived visual cues.
This abridged quote from Prof Jan Koenderink a leading vision scientist working at
this level of realisation carefully ascribes individual meaning to words that are used
interchangeably in common vernacular.
Picture being: “a real representation, an ordered record, such as a video-signal, a
photograph, an activity pattern in a neural structure. The order of the picture is purely
conventional and exists only with respect to an external agent…..
and images: “always contain more than pictures because the whole structure of the
receiver (a lifetime’s experience) is summed up in them.”
Manifestly, we do not see in (central) perspective and phenomenal field is nonoptically structured. As far as I am concerned there isn’t depth of field in vision, no
information structure ‘blur’ but one of ‘disorder’, no motion blur occurs, pictorial space
is not realised, the phenomenon is not framed, there are no frames per second
(exposure times) and there can be no process of binocular fusion taking place as
there are no pictures generated to fuse! Vision is not ‘projected’ to us as series of
pictures conforming to either the geometry of perspective or the optical structure
collected by camera technology. It is closer in nature to a ‘presentation’ dependent
on a streamed duality of data potentials from which we diagnose pathway specific
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cues that are then modulated and cascaded as a controlled hallucination that we
generate as a biological system.

!

"Blur" is technically a convolution with a
non-negative, localised kernel (like
defocussing a camera or projector). In the
limit of infinite blur you end up with the
average over the image, a uniform field.

!

"Disorder'' implies spatial shuffling. It destroys
spatial resolution but leaves the histogram
invariant. In the limit of infinite disorder you
obtain a texture with the same histogram as the
image. Prof. Jan Koenderink

Fig 3. Examples of ‘blur’ and ‘disorder’

Having established some of the fundamentals of experiential vision, enough to
enable the production of viable Vision-Space stimuli for the purpose of
psychophysical analysis, the combined knowhow can start to be applied to
technologies such as visual media software. Having systemised Vision-Space, we
can now start the process of bringing the experiential reality generated from our
presentations of phenomenal field to mass media and across our information display
systems.11
However, the time to act is now, while those with the essential 1st person insights and
the specialist with the relevant 3rd person data can be drawn together to resolve
significant aspects that remain unformulated. Make no mistake the Vision-Space
transformation process represents the start of a revolution in all forms of
representational media. I am aware of what I am saying when I suggest that this is
potentially something of a renaissance moment!

The experiential ontology and the role of 1st person data
There are well-rehearsed arguments that serve to keep the observations and enquiry
of visual artists away from being properly considered with respect to the growing
‘knowledge’ base about visual perception. It is my view that these arguments reveal
more about the limitations of the respective disciplines passing the judgments, than
they do about the validity of visual art as a mechanism for valid investigation into the
nature of vision and the establishment what’s actually involved in an act of
observation.

11

Picture space has nothing to do with vision. Picture space does not even get us to the starting blocks. With VisionSpace we are not trying to make pictures 3D, we are replacing the structure of pictures to bring in ‘experiential
reality’. Vision-Space and picture space are entirely different animals.
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It has been a long held view of many commentators and academics that visual art
can have little to do with visual perception on the following grounds. Firstly, its
subjective so unapproachable and hence inadmissible in support of scientific enquiry.
Then there follow examples inspired by the remote observer (3rd party) ontology. If
the artist attends to what he has seen in peripheral vision and records this, observers
of that record will digest the artists’ rendition as part of their visual process leading to
a meaningless double effect in their visual projection of the depiction contained in the
painting. All of this presupposes the existence of the reality of the illusion as
something that’s directly transposed to visual perception! This requires that vision be
merely the projection of the picture or image to visual awareness and that the picture
is directly connected to the real setting in the way that we are. Neither of these
conditions can be accepted. Both Vision-Space and picture space are forms of
illusionary space and we partake in that illusion, we partake in the subterfuge. These
illusionary spaces have immersive qualities but they are not real.

Fig 4. This is Not a Pipe, (It is just a picture of a pipe), 1968, Magritte, San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, USA

The picture can not stand in for us in this way. Reality occurs to us, it's a relationship
we from with the real and Vision-Space works with that situation presenting aspects
that could only come from that process of realisation. Its this that takes Vision-Space
beyond the confines of picture space, its why Vision-Space represents a paradigm
shift for representational media. Vision-Space models visual awareness and the
photograph doesn’t.
The logic of the former paradigm maintains that all paintings that wish to appear ‘real’
to an observer should mimic the structure of pinhole optics with little or no depth of
field, in the belief that the viewer’s visual system would generate the required visual
effect of blur for example, when exposed to it. Is this a match for the cinema
experience or do we in fact readily appreciate the art and resulting effects of post
produced media? There is nothing more un-real than realism as the structure of the
‘picture’ is not available to us as we call up our presentations of vision. This is
precisely why so much time is spent on ‘adding value’ to current forms of
representational media once the cameras have performed their mechanical purpose.
The structure of Vision-Space establishes that photographic record is best thought of
as entirely unrelated to our presentations of vision. The camera record is true to the
optics of the device that created it and this transposition is at best indirectly related to
the reality of visual perception and the formation of experiential reality.
The assumption behind the argument that our appreciation of art can’t be concerned
with the reality of visual awareness lies in that our interpretation of visual information
(light, photons) from a ‘real setting’ equates with the information we glean from an
illuminated ‘2D picture space’ record of the same scene. That an individual exposed
to a perfect ‘size-for-size’ photograph of a real scene with all other influences
removed (such as depth awareness through movement for example) could not tell
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the difference between that experience and monocular exposure the real thing, the
real setting. Visual art and Vision-Space identifies that this is manifestly not the case.
The two situations are not interchangeable at and for very good reasons. One is
merely 2D optical and virtual and the other experientially spatially salient, with that
saliency not existing on the 1,2,or 3D curve, it being ExpD!
Artists reveal that the conditions encountered by light describing real objects in space
and hence what we can derive from that situation in terms of visual awareness are
fundamentally different to those possible from the illumination of flat mechanically
recorded optical records (pictures) of the same real setting. The ‘field’ data-set
articulated in Vision-Space cannot be generated by the perceiver looking at a 2D
surface containing a purely optical record of the real setting precisely because the
screen is a flat surface or object within a real setting. This is also true of mirrored
scenes. The spatial field data-set relating to the objects depicted in the scene cannot
be either collected or processed by a camera and so it is not evidenced in its
mechanical record. What the visual artist has learned to do through their interaction
with a 2D surface (the painting) while faithfully engaged in the act of representing
what is being experienced is how to cue this spatial texture into the depiction thus
overcoming or counteracting the physical 2D nature of the screen’s surface By
depicting this data-set the artist can trigger the associated ‘proximity’ judgements
from the viewer of the media making the experience more ‘immediate’ or immersive
to that of viewing a photograph. We enter the illusion set out and choose to discount
other influences coming direct from the real setting (if there are any) and both
nominate and defer to the illusionary space set out for us.
Having studied the structure and dynamic of phenomenon field and for Vision-Space
to make sense, we maintain that information from the retina must contain an
information structure not ‘recognised or captured’ by the optics and design of the
camera.12 Neither the camera plate nor its diodes are designed to accomplish the
processes of signal segmentation undertaken by the retina and of course there is
neither a brain to process the information received in flow nor a ‘mind’ to draw that
pathway specific information together to form the cues and generate the
presentations. Vision is essentially a one-way diagnostic process. The inconvenient
truth is that the photograph is in no way commensurate with monocular vision and
none of our current information display systems can approach this differential without
our subjective guidance and input. The purely optical structure of picture space is
actually not available to us as we generate our presentations of vision.
This accomplishment of 1st person spatial awareness within the phenomenon of
vision also provides us with our basic orientation cues and can be linked to the set of
characteristics identified by Iain McGilchrist as being essentially right hemisphere
and is implicit in nature.

12

John Jupe ERA 2013 A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from the light
array.
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Fig 5. Self portrait by the author 2010 (field represented by size of brush strokes)

Fig 6. Vase, Chair and Screen, John Jupe 2010 (field represented by size of brush strokes)
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Fig 7. Still life by the author

Fig 8. Still life by the author
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Fig 9.
a, Original picture export
b, Automated monocular Vision-Space export image showing the application of spatial texture field and
providing a visual hierarchy centred round the fixated butterfly

By intuitively coming to an accommodation with respect to the nature of information
display in peripheral vision and correctly articulating this, artists do not set the viewer
up to doubly ‘blur’ their rendering of this area of the depiction but to appreciate from
the record the type and order of judgments they would have made from exposure to
the actual setting. The texture field works!13 The viewer is in some significant way
presented with an ‘as perceived’ view of the real setting. The work contains
13

Much effort is made in the film industry to fake this texture field by adopting what is at hand. The application of
optical depth of field and blur being a ‘bit like’ the actual phenomenon!
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structures conforming to an act of human observation facilitating judgments that
could not be adequately formulated from media conforming purely optical projection.
Being highly adaptive creatures we have of course developed alternative
methodologies for ‘living’ within artificial pictorial virtual realities. We have developed
‘coping’ strategies co-opting secondary pathways that were developed for more
specific tasks in central vision. To ‘appreciate’ picture space we have learned to
establish space through the building of occlusion and perspective cues requiring us
to track all over the picture to conceptually and consciously generate a sense of the
depicted space. This learned process of accrual is not required as we navigate a real
setting and is ‘implied’ for us through the disorder field in Vision-Space media.
Peripheral vision is not simply given over to a fall-off in optical focus. Peripheral
vision is not a ‘blurred’ version of central vision conforming to photographic depth-offield. It’s a highly specialised spatially organised field potential. Very few artists use
blur as a tool in painting. Disorder, on the other hand, is ubiquitous in visual art from
Rembrandt onwards.14 Our visual system doesn’t disorder the information received,
the information potential arrives in a form that can be set out as a function of distance
capable of articulating spatial relationships within the real setting.
Fig 10. Self Portrait, 1889, Van Gogh,
Oil on Canvas, Musee d’Orsay, Paris
As disorder can take many forms,
spatial texture can even be achieved
stylistically as in this painting by Van
Gogh 1889.
The fixation is made on the right hand
eye and the head is segmented out
from the rest of the image through the
introduction of a radially applied
spatial texture
This disorder patterning is subtly
introduced to the jacket alongside the
depiction of its folds but as this surface
is closer to the fixation point so the
level of disorder is less extreme than
the background. This gradient or
ramping of texture helps to locate the
head in space.

The artist’s experience of rendering images non-photographically alerts him to the
difference between the situations of viewing a real setting and viewing traditional
pictorial space. The paintings ‘work’ because the artist is successfully starting to
exploit the ‘gap’ between 2D picture space and our visual presentations within
phenomenal field experienced as vision.15

14

The Structure of Locally Orderless Images – Prof Jan Koenderink
As with other disciplines, there have been periods of rapid development in visual art where multiple individuals
engage directly with the central task such as in the impressionist period. Of course visual art is a broad church
containing a range of interest groups such as those producing ‘ideas based’ art. For me, conceptual art is more often
15
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There are a multitude of variations and nuances for the artist to explore that have a
direct bearing on our understanding of visual perception and these can be accessed
and expressed through intuitive record. Once the significance of this approach is
understood these insights can be incorporated into digital technologies transforming
all forms of information display.
The success of Vision-Space media does not only demonstrate the validity of the
intuitive investigative approach of visual artists to the whole question of visual
perception but also casts serious doubt on the veracity of the approach taken by
others.
...artists are neurologists, studying the brain with techniques that are unique to them
and reaching interesting but unspecified conclusions about the organisation of the
brain. Professor S. Zeki
Far from paintings not being related to vision, they have actually been reflecting the
limitations of the 3rd party scientific approach to vision. As many commentators have
identified there is now a general over dependence on a left hemisphere dominated
form of ‘explicit reality’ deferring to instrumentation while closing minds. This is not
just an inconvenient oversight; it’s highly significant, impacting at a cultural level. The
implications of this fundamental misunderstanding are far reaching.

Vision-Space requires the vision sciences
If we want our forms of representational media to reflect the fundamentals of
‘experiential reality’ we must first come to terms with the information structures that
populate phenomenal field together with the dynamic of information exchange that
helps to generate its saliency. Vision-Space establishes that as we modulate data
potentials especially in central vision, we artificially generate aspects of visual
saliency as much as we detect them from the data potentials themselves.
We appear to be generating both an ‘explicit’ and ‘implicit’ take on reality with us
need both to formulate our relationship with the real and engage fully with our
environment.
1.Within macular or central vision we develop an explicit understanding of objective
form by fixating and then modulating available fragments over time. We explore
‘what’ is in the world through multiple fixations developing a detailed impression of
objects and surfaces with which we want to interact. This form of conscious enquiry
can be more closely related to the ‘objective’ remote observer position adopted by
science. It sets out a decontextualized, conceptualised, form of reality where we
track the motion of objects through space via fixations. It enables us to best act upon
the world.
2. Within peripheral vision (this data sets actually runs across the entirety of
phenomenal field with the detail world view modulated with it) we develop an implicit
form of spatial awareness with its own unique form of subconscious attention. While
subconscious this form of attention operates ‘in time’ promoting aspects of interest to
conscious attention so to some extent it’s in temporal advance of our conscious
that not merely the illustration of poor or inconsequential ideas providing content that is all too often contained in a
paragraph or two of text accompanying the work!
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awareness developing ‘through time’ in central vision. The holistic field structure is
‘attended’ to simultaneously with spatial movement understood in flow. It provides
the context allowing us to operate ‘within’ the world.
If both these elements are operational then we can engage with the world
accordingly. If both these forms of operation are depicted within a painting or image
sequence then we can engage with it as though we were confronted by a real
setting. Until recently and the development of Vision-Space technology, this order of
depiction was the reserve of the visual artist. The further development of perceptual
technologies like Vision-Space will depend on the (re)establishment of an
experiential ontology to work alongside that of the remote observer (3rd party).
Readers may be unfamiliar with the various disciplines making up the visual sciences
these include; neurosciences, psychology and cognitive sciences each with multiple
derivatives adopting a bewildering range of experimental technique from statistical
psychophysics to MRI scans in an attempt to chase down and quantify useful
insights. Unlike artists, neuroscientists have tended to approach vision through an
understanding of visual process often predicated to some extent by the picture
paradigm assuming 3rd party objectivity, deferring experiential concerns in favour of
results from instrumentation. Experimental psychology has provided the
psychophysical techniques that are all to often deployed to analyse an individuals
response to photographic media or pictorial structured stimuli. However, it’s through
experimental psychology that the essential computational support has been provided
with which to engineer Vision-Space technology.
From what little time I have unfortunately (due to funding restrictions) been able to
spend in the company of vision scientists, the main communication issues between
the disciplines appears to lie in what must be excluded from each other’s terms of
reference for a meaningful dialogue to even begin! Intuitive record for example is by
most deemed to be ‘subjective’ and hence non-veridical and thus inadmissible. If
there are elements in a painter’s work that don’t fit the accepted models, then the
‘aberration’ needs to be explained away in terms of the models or be assigned to
human error or use of artistic license (the aesthetic). Even when Vision-Space stimuli
are produced, for reasons of experimental control statistical psychophysics needs to
be conducted via a random sample of individuals rather than people proficient in the
art of ‘looking’, ie specialists. This random sample procedure ensures that the
leverage of psychophysics is kept to a relatively superficial threshold and can’t be
applied strategically to penetrate to any great depth within a short time scale. It
remains a blunt instrument. Consequently, there has been precious little dialogue
between the disciplines of art and science and between individuals passionate and
capable of meaningfully advancing the study of the phenomenon.16
It is clear that any worthwhile overview of visual perception will need to account for
both the intuitive work of visual artists and the wealth of information and ideas
generated by the scientific community. The forum for exchange could well be
provisioned and mediated by phenomenology promoting the position that ‘inquiry’

16

“I think we agree in our interest of interaction with the picture, either as an artist or as an observer in an
experiment. It is an important side of an artist's work, but it is rarely done in scientific experiments. Our own work with
the depth probes is an example, the "gauge figure" is actually part of pictorial space, not something foreign to it (like
an arbitrary marker for instance). Being serious about this might open up new areas of inquiry.” Prof Koenderink
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should focus upon experience as we ‘encounter’ the world.17 Without a baseline
experientially deduced model such as Vision-Space the effort would be working blind
and I personally don’t see the neuroscientist miraculously ‘deducing’ the critical
aspects of phenomenal field by deploying instrumentation to study neural circuitry.
The other remaining interest groups required to assist with the development of a
Vision-Space real-time programming architecture would be the developing cognitive
architectures and commercial programmers specialising on real-time graphics
engines (sometimes referred to as middleware) but even here we would need to be
operating through the pre-conceptual model developed from intuitive record.
Our existing Vision-Space post process software has arrived at a point where we can
transform pictures into 1st generation Vision-Space moving images dependent on our
initial programming architecture but we need to take this to another level entirely by
developing an academic real-time architecture capable of generating Vision-Space
media dynamically from an incoming data flow obviating the need for the picture to
be formed to then undergo transformation (post processing). The commercial
benefits arising from this achievement will be considerable, with a real-time VisionSpace engine we could change fundamentally the basic operational capabilities of all
forms of information display. This process would culminate in the replacement of
‘virtual reality’ with ‘experiential reality’.

The structure and dynamic of information exchange within phenomenal
field
Through specific eye exercises it is possible to clearly delineate that there are two
primary data structures operational in monocular phenomenal field. With further
observations it’s possible to build upon this realisation, identifying the dynamic of
information exchange delivering the additional saliency attributable to the inclusion of
binocular disparity (binocular stereo). Each of the principle data-set can be isolated
and encountered in either eye and alternation between their presentation within
monocular filed can be induced instantaneously by blinking identifying that the base
duality of data-sets are not related to issues of disparity.
With respect to central vision, there would appear to be a form of ‘monocular stereo’
in operation into which the more familiar ‘binocular stereo’ contribution reliant on
physical disparity (the distance that the eyes are set apart on the face) is factored.

17

Since first writing this paper the emergent field of neuro-phenomenology has started to make significant inroads in
to likely areas of study.
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Fig 11. The armature of phenomenal field

Fig 12. An indicative overlay of the armature of phenomenal field over a painting by the author

In normal circumstance the ‘mind’ can make selections from an array of possible
fragments relating to an object and formulate these within a simple framework.
However, Vision-Space identifies that the selection of fragments used in this
modulation process is highly specific and selected from multiple possibilities that are
passed over or suppressed in order to assemble a homogenous sense of the form.
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Fig 13. Photo montage (right) of a Vision-Space view (including binocular stereo data) showing the
typical modulation of fragments taking place in central vision. Compare with the extracted Cezanne vase
in the centre.

It is the essential characteristics and configurations of the principle data-sets used to
construct these projections that artists have caught in their work leading to an
appreciable enhancement in saliency of their work (paintings).
•

Monocular visual projection is constructed from two distinct data-sets derived
from different computational process and providing independent cue sets
within the functional armature of phenomenal field. Although independent the
cue sets reinforce one another with the distinction between them helping to
create the saliency of vision.

•

The suggestion has to be that we are ‘receiving’ the raw information
pertaining to the two distinct data-sets at the retina.18 It is this fundamental
duality, requiring the two visual pathways, that enables us to form the
distinctive appreciations of our surroundings one explicit and the other
implicit). This duality is typified within in the two regions of experiential
phenomenal field known as central (macular) vision and peripheral vision.

•

These two ‘takes on reality’ are mediated by mind, selecting and presenting
the appropriate composition of the data-sets in relation to the task being
undertaken i.e. we call-up and formulate the cues that are to some extent
task dependent; based on our intent in the world.

•

It is clear that binocular fusion is not taking place within the phenomenal of
vision. Inputs from the other eye deriving from binocular disparity are
embedded into the armature of phenomenal field via modulation (in central
vision) and alternation (with in the stereo zone outside central vision). The

18

John Jupe ERA 2013 A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from the light
array.
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largely imperceptible processes of information exchange masks the transition
process while allowing the computations leading to enhanced saliency to be
made. Consequently, we are largely unaware of the resulting deformations or
artefacts occurring across visual field.
The traditional view of 3D vision works on the basis that both eyes generate ‘pictures’
that only differ from each other by virtue of the distance our eyes a set apart on the
face. The binocular pictures then requiring ‘fusion’. While this fusion process
involving specialist glasses is familiar to us in cinematic 3D representation, even with
the most cursory form of intuitive investigation it can be ruled out as a factor
operational in vision. Opening both eyes following a monocular viewing of a real
setting does not cause objects to ‘pop out’ as they do when induced by 3D glasses in
association with the engineered cinematic projection. The two are entirely
unrelated.19
The phenomenon of vision cannot be characterised as a process whereby photons
travelling in straight lines are projected as an inverted ‘images’ on the retina to be
subsequently held together as units of information to be neutrally fused to from 3D
vision. It just doesn’t happen like that!

Fig 14. Picture space and Vision-Space

The Vision-Space scenario requires the light array to have enfolded within it two
distinct data-potentials. One possible explanation for this (not liked by many
physicists but complying with quantum theories advocating decoherence) suggests
that the dual characteristics of light (particle and phase) allow for the twin data
potentials to be unfolded from the light array and retained. The first, broadly
equivalent to the probabilistic arrival of photons over time setting off differentiated
spike related responses in the retina that if set to exposure times or frames per
19

The so called paradoxical monocular stereoscopy, Jan Koenderink and Andrea van Doorn, Perception 1994,
volume 23, pg 583-594.
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second would perhaps be akin to the way photographic records collect at a camera
plate. The second, information gleaned from the light array’s phase behaviour with its
passive absorption by retinal receptors. These independent data potentials would be
segmented within the retina to be streamed to specialist areas of the brain, their
different ecologies requiring independent systems of computation.20
While this might sound ‘difficult’ (“John, don’t blame the photons!” Prof. Jan
Koenderink), there are situations that strongly suggest an intuitive match. For
example, in poor or low natural lighting conditions (scoptic), one of the data-sets has
difficulty being formed leading to a corresponding loss of spatial awareness. For
those that have ‘learned how to look’, the loss of a data-set can be observed as it is
experienced! This loss of function is not just loss of associate acuity, its possible to
identify that an entire data-set is no longer being propagated.

Fig 15. Images of half moons in differing lighting conditions

20

John Jupe ERA 2013 A theoretical proposition for retinal decoherence unfolding a field potential from the light
array.
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Fig 16. Images of full moons in differing lighting conditions

This loss of function suggests that there is a required threshold of ambient light
necessary for the propagation of the phase based data-set from the light array.
For very good reasons, ambient light field (background electromagnetic radiation
EMR) has not been thought to play a role in visual perception. However, here we
have a visual faculty that appears to articulate space as an EMR field occupies it.
The suggestion is, that in some way photons bouncing from objects in the field of
view, ‘gather’ phase related information with respect to distance travelled to the eye
allowing us to generate a field potential in which spatial information pertinent to the
scene is set out. The possible physics of this is looked at in more detail in another
publication but there are other examples of photon trajectory being affected in this
way. Gravitational lensing for example, where it’s not just the gravity of other matter
such as galaxies that’s thought to be responsible; dark matter as a cosmic medium
comes into play. 21
If we look at this Cezanne landscape we can appreciate that he has established
fixation at a distant point through the tree at the red roofed building (or possibly the
branch immediately above it). When he considers the impression that the foreground
tree and foliage are providing as he maintains concentration on the selected fixation
point, he doesn’t paint the individual leaves of the tree. He ascribes a texture ‘value’
to the position in space that a group of them occupy with respect to the fixation. We
are able to ‘read’ this spatial value while we are engaged in looking at the selected
fixation point.
21

John Jupe ERA 2005 (revised 2013) Having the Courage of Your Perceptions
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Fig 17. Large Pine Tree and Red
Earth, 1880-97, Cezanne, Oil on
Canvas, The Hermitage Museum,
St Petersburgh

If we are generating this ‘field’ as part of our perceptual structure and populating it
with spatial information coming directly from the real setting embedded within the
light array, it seems logical to me to consider at least placing some of the ‘blame’ on
the ambient light field and even on dark matter that surrounds us all and exploring
how this could possibly be the case!22 We have need of a medium that’s capable of
embedding spatial information.

Fig 18. Portishead Beach by the author – fixation on the head (this image is looked at in detail in
another section)

22
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Our entire visual system and resulting state of awareness have evolved over millions
if not billions of years, our eyes do not look like or function like cameras which are
simply devises we have recently put together very recently on the basis of what we
currently understand conceptually about the properties of light. In all likelihood there
is only going to be a superficial connection between the operational functionality of
the two.
Prof. Koenderink attributes the disorder apparent in peripheral vision to a
combination of factors involving coherence, wave guide properties of receptors, finite
size of the pupil and finite thickness of the photoreceptor layer. While these
considerations fit better with what’s currently understood about the physics of light
and retinal function, these particular physical constraints are unlikely to reproduce
distance specific information about the real setting and hence the spatial texture
experienced in vision.23 I have attempted to pose an alternative interpretation for
retinal function in another discussion paper, A theoretical proposition for retinal
detection of a field potential unfolding from the light array to form the basis of spatial
and orientation awareness within the phenomenon of vision.
It just remains for me to state the obvious, that any ‘proof’ relating to the nature/
orientation of light as input data to the eye and brain is very difficult to establish,
hence, the long standing and convenient assumptions that the input data from which
vision is largely dependent must be essentially akin to the fundamentals of optical
projection. Some serious work is being undertaken in this area including the
discovery of dark light and dark noise mediating receptor firing, gap junctions linking
receptors and horizontal and amacrine cells linking multiple cells and mediating
impulses. The synchronised firing of ganglion cells has been appreciated and linked
to dark noise and sending ‘phase like’ information to the brain.24 What contribution is
this making? Could this be evidence for the information source we require being
segmented alongside the spike related photon event data potential that we know so
much about? To ‘read’ disorder we would require a noisy input and significant
synchronised activity across defined areas of the retina 25.
If this ‘dark’ second orientation of data is evidenced in conditions of photopic
luminance, then it must leave some potential for the development of a specialist
camera (light collection mechanism) closely modelled on the actual structure of the
eye, its receptors and their firing patterns.

The Composition of Phenomenal Field
Some of this contribution to awareness is undoubtedly realised subconsciously
(associations with dark data and covert processing?) and some we are directly aware
of and refer to as being conscious. The conscious awareness being associated with
the contemplation of objective form and the modulation of the data potentials
associated with each fixation and its tracking activity. With this element of awareness
understood and clarified it’s then possible to approach with greater clarity the
subconscious form of awareness its data structure and its attributes.
23

Prof. Penrose - The Emperor’s New Mind “…I argue that the phenomenon of consciousness cannot be
accommodated within the framework of present-day physical theory.”
24
E.J. Chichilnsky & D.A. Bayor - Synchronised firing of ganglion cells in monkey retina - 424.9
25
Franscisco J. Varela & Evan Thompson - Neural Synchrony and the Unity of Mind
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We can all acknowledge that ‘fixation’ occurs in central (macular) vision, with both,
enhanced detailed and associated appreciation of form. This modulation process
involves monocular and binocular derived data formations. Outside this region, what
is termed peripheral vision is less detailed and incorrectly identified as blurred, yet
somehow more sensitive to movement is space (trajectories etc). Peripheral areas
also appear to alternate binocular data input within proscribed crescent like areas.

Fig 19. The armature of binocular phenomenal field

Monocular phenomenal field:
If the mind presents information reliant on two data-sets in our presentations of
monocular vision and each data-set manifests specific information about our
environment, we will need to compare and contrast the cues derived from them to
generate our awareness of real settings. Having managed to isolate the two datasets, I have been able to observe and catalogue some of the typical arrangements of
phenomenal field that the mind presents to us as visual encounters.
We have proposed that it is possible and helpful to think of each region (central and
peripheral) of monocular visual field as belonging to independent data-sets which
can be isolated and thought of as responsible for individual ‘takes’ on reality. This
position asserts that the central vision data-set is ‘incorporated or cascaded’ into a
second presentation forming peripheral vision. Mind has to mediate, sample and
contemplate over time all the data fragments it has at its disposal to optimise visual
saliency. It is when the combination sequences are called up to develop conscious
awareness that a discerning observer (visual artist) can capture their ‘likeness’.
Intuitive record can depict the formulations being deployed by our underlying
perceptual structure to achieve the additional saliency and so revealing the
composite nature of monocular vision. These formulations are often ironically
referred to by commentators as ‘deformations’ or ‘artefacts’ as they don't conform to
the current paradigm governed by optical projection and the convenient but false
panacea of realism. It is the artist’s work that reflects aspects of the relationship we
form with the real. These insights are utilised ‘knowingly’ by the artist to increase the
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saliency of their work it’s why the work by these specialists are worth so much
money. The so-called ‘deformations’ in visual art are showing us flashes of
perceptual structure.
The basic compositions (A,B,C) of monocular visual field can be varied as illustrated
in diagrammatic form below.

A. This is the configuration of visual field I tended to use in my early work as it provides
the best opportunity to explore in isolation the discrepancies appearing around the
fixation area.

Three vertical rods as
part of the real setting
being viewed

Revealing inconsistencies around the
circumference connecting central vision
with surrounding peripheral vision

Peripheral vision is not
degraded central vision
but an independent data
set off set by around 6
degrees of rotation in
relation to the true vertical
seen in central vision

A

Central Vision
An image type/ data set

Single eye

Fig 20. 1st configuration of phenomenal field with the central vision data-set presented in
total within the fixation volume

A

nd

Fig 21. Example of 2 configuration of phenomenal filed. By the author
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Peripheral vision
data-set registering across the entire
field of vision.

B

The rotation from vertical can be either
clockwise or anticlockwise

B. This configuration is deployed as we look into the far distance. Conditions
where fixation projecting a detailed central vision attribute becomes
meaningless and so tends to be suppressed.
Fig 22. 2nd configuration of phenomenal field with central vision suppressed.

C. This is the configuration of monocular visual field used by many visual artists as
they encounter and investigate a still life set up. It’s a specialist presentation
involving the partial suppression of one half of the monocular data-set. This results in
symmetrical objects appearing asymmetrically for periods with in central vision. Both
monocular data potentials (central and peripheral) are considered and their
modulation through time increases the saliency of the object under consideration.

C
With the suppression of one half of
the central vision data set, two
different axis’ from the two data-sets
compete with each other along a
vertical a vertical axis

Notice how half of central vision is
‘suppressed’ and that the peripheral
vision data-set now extends into
macular vision. This results in an a
symmetrical presentation within
phenomenal field of the symmetrical
object

rd

Fig 23. 3 configuration of phenomenal field with half of central vision suppressed. The
mind is modulating the available data-sets to create greater saliency.
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C

rd

Fig 24. Example of 3 configuration of phenomenal filed. The Blue Vase, 1889-90,
Cezanne, Oil on Canvas, Musee d’Orsay, Paris

Fig 25. The armature of monocular phenomenal field

If we replicate these structures by transforming a photograph (picture) we can start to
generate still Vision-Space media (image).
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Fig 26. The selected fragments of the vase leading to the modulation of objective form within central
vision

Fig 27. Examples of asymmetry within a variety of intuitive records made of simple vase forms
1. Bouquet of carnations, 1755 Chardin, National Gallery of Scotland
2. The sunflowers, 1889, Van Gogh, Van Gogh Museum
3. Vase by the author
4. The white table cloth, 1926 Bonnard, Private collection
5. The vase 1, 1965, Polke, Collection Garnatz
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Fig 28. Original photograph

Fig 29. Transformed monocular Vision-Space example (fixation on the bottle label)
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Fig 30. (Photographer unknown, copyright holder unknown)

Fig 31. Transformed monocular Vision-Space field example (fixation on the helmet)
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Fig 32. Transformed monocular Vision-Space field example (fixation on the helmet)

While still transformations remain convenient to demonstrate the structures involved
in the creation of Vision-Space media, the dynamic of vision (modulations over time)
requires moving image sequences to deliver the best results.26

The Composition of Binocular Visual Field
Once the structure and dynamic of monocular visual field have been appreciated it is
possible to identify how the additional attributes afforded through binocular vision
occur to us within our presentations of vision.
As the optical structure of pictures is not available to us as we call up our
presentations of vision there can’t be any pictures to ‘fuse’ in order to generate
binocular saliency along the lines deployed in cinematic 3D. A more intuitive
approach is required in order to understand the factors involved.
It is intuitively clear that there are 3 zones within phenomenal field:
1. Central vision or macular vision.
2. The immediate area surrounding that and which benefits from stereo
coverage.
3. The far extents of right and left visual field are monocular only.
(see Fig 19 pg 22 The armature of binocular phenomenal field)

Fig 33. Painting John Jupe 2011- with indicative overlay of main zones of phenomenal field.

26

http://www.pacentre.org/pt/demos.php
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Fig 34. Manually transformed binocular Vision-Space image

Fig 35. Original photograph
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Some key visual artists
Vision-Space identifies that visual artists over hundreds have been engaged in the
process of establishing a new form of illusionary space based on perceptual structure
and their works illuminate this progression. We can trace the development path
linking it firmly to a growing awareness of phenomenal field and its underlying
perceptual structure.
As a visual artist I feel that I am on firmer ground here. It is clear to me that the
conditions I am encountering as I watch myself engaging in the visual investigation of
subjects conform to and belong within, a meaningful body of work conducted by
artists over three centuries. The still life is an experimental set up where motion is
removed and emotional response controlled through the use of everyday objects.
One where the effects of time with respect to our changing presentations of visual
field can be explored. An awareness of and the influence exerted by the two datasets involved in phenomenal field can be clearly and unequivocally traced through
the work of key visual artists. On a personal basis I am aware that I have deepened
this understanding and have to some degree brought some oversight enabling us to
deploy the understanding within digital media. The full implication of this
development potential can only be realised with significant contributions from multiple
disciplines especially the vision sciences.
Before we concentrate on some of the specifics of Vision-Space as they were
realised through intuitive record it will be helpful to identify the origins of this shift in
approach occurred, where the ‘sleep walk’ towards this new form of illusionary space
initiated.
Central perspective has long held sway (in the West) as the illusionary space of
choice for 2D representation. So pervasive has this discipline become supported by
the onset of devices utilising optical projection, that we have long since given up
thinking about what it is or to what extent it is actually representative of ‘experiential
reality’. We ‘engineer our 3D environments from this 2D paradigm. It ‘works’, it is to
some extent ‘immersive’ and we have learned to both use it and operate within it.
Where necessary we have learned to infill and engineer around its shortcomings.
Most vision scientists unquestioningly use it as a stimulus to stand in for an
experiential encounter without qualification. The picture has become ‘real’. Pictorial
realism has become reality to most.

Fig 36.
Copyright status
unknown at publication
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However from as early as the 17C, from Chardin onwards, a tradition of life painting
evolved as artists were forced to reconsider the appropriateness of perspective as an
illusionary space capable of representing ‘how’ we see the world. It just didn’t tie in
with experience and our intuitive records of it. A useful tool to help delineate the
difference between perspective space and perceptual space is to make the
distinction between "pictures & images" so clearly delineated by Jan Koenderink’s
abridged quote. (page 6)
Perspectivists mechanically set up pictures according to the relevant geometric
principles to establish a proportioned depiction of objects set out in space from a
single vantage point. Aspects of visual process are not directly involved in that
picture making process, they are deployed in what equates to a colouring in exercise
within that predetermined structure. In contrast the work of Cezanne and other artists
working intelligently from life subjects (real settings) are ‘images’ and consequently
conform to neither picture-space nor the fundamentals of optical projection.
When artists stopped painting ‘pictures’ and started to paint not just ‘what’ they saw
but also ‘how’ they saw it, the resulting images started to establish a direct
relationship with our sense of vision and the processes required to establish our
relationship with the real. A tangible working understanding of what’s involved in an
act of observation was emerging. Artists started to work with the information actually
appearing within our presentations of vision by recorded the nuances involved and
reflecting upon them via their relationship with the marks they were making. This
process set up what I describe as an ‘internal eye’, as opposed to the remote 3rd
person position still prevalent in the sciences today. Painters had started to engage
with the process of perceptual structure by working inline with their visual percept.
The transition from ‘geometric space’ to ‘perceptual space’ was incremental. For a
long period, situations where aspects of both systems were deployed were the norm
and centauries passed until the number of references conforming to the new system
largely crowded out the geometry of picture space. Progress appears to have been
made more by feel than guided by a sense of overview. Gradually, as artists noted
more and more inconsistencies between the percept and the geometry of picture
space they were increasing forced to manage their depictions by removing the
cornerstones of central perspective. So while picture space still held together the
overall composition of early work, it became clear to the artists involved that the
structure of paintings now contained elements that clearly challenged convention. By
working with the so called ‘inconsistencies’ it was obvious that they were deriving
advantage, making their work stand out from that of others and hence achieving
notoriety and attaining value. Observers and clients preferred their work without
knowing why precisely. Broadly speaking this situation still exists within the small
27
segment of the art market that actually attends to issues of perception.
The artists chosen to illustrate this growing awareness within this paper far from
exhaustive. Virtually all artists that work from life incorporate to some extent, an
awareness of the influence of the two monocular data-sets and how we deploy them.
However, these are rarely developed to the point of clear controlled articulation.
27

I am not sure that Van Gogh would agree with this stated ‘sales advantage’ and it certainly hasn’t helped me! It
works for some. Artists also had to protect their insights from others to retain the uniqueness (business) rather than
communicate them.
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These particular individuals are chosen because they were all pioneers, each
articulating a deeper understanding of some facet and hence raising the collective
bar. It’s interesting to note of course that the clearest exponents of this awareness
are acknowledged masters. Through their powers of observation, patience and skill
their records provide us with new handles on visual perception if we can understand
how to access them. We have appreciated their works and their power to engage us
without ever fully understanding exactly how this was achieved or what it signified.

Fig 37. Bouquet of Carnations in a White Porcelain Vase, c1755, Chardin, Oil on Canvas, National
Gallery of Scotland, Edinburgh

Chardin is the earliest exponent I have identified. He clearly articulates an awareness
of or sensitivity to the compositional arrangements made with the data-sets within
macular vision that facilitate our perception of objective form. If you look at the vase
quickly all looks as we would expect. However, on closer examination the vase is
seen to be asymmetric. Or is it? The answer is that it’s both, depending on how you
trace the right hand profile. The artist has indicated part of both data-sets and as we
view the painting, we pick up and process both sets of cues. This kind of dual
appreciation of form is contained within our projections of vision and from them we
are able to derive important appreciations of an objects form. The vase as painted by
Chardin, has a greater presence as a volumetric form, its more salient than a
photograph could be. Also refer to the vases in Fig 27 on page 26.
So Fig 37 is a very subtle painting. The distinctions have been all but hidden within
the work; they are effectively subliminal. Less subtle is the rendition of the bottle
below. The asymmetry is very obvious to the trained eye, yet it is essential if the
painting is to ‘work’ as a visual representation. Try this yourself. Look at a wine bottle
for some time and compare both profiles while fixating centrally on the front hip of the
bottle. You will find that one side, usually the right hand side, appears wider than left.
The left side is also tilted with respect to the right. Blink and the presentation of vision
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will change as you select a revised composition from the possible combinations
available to you. What will you ‘resolve’ to have seen, and why?

Fig 38. Preparations for
Lunch or The silver Goblet,
1726-7. Unknown artist, Oil
on Canvas, Musee des
Beaux-Arts, Lille

These are the first indications entering visual art of our awareness of the process of
objectifying form. His work opened the door but moving forwards is not simple. As
the subtlety of the observations extends, so a ‘raft’ of discrepancies with respect to
conventional picture space become discernable and our ability to keep track of what
we assumed to be ‘reality’ begins to seriously fall over.

Fig 39.The Blue Vase, 1889-90, Cezanne, Musee d’Orsay, Paris
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Cezanne builds on the process of observation initiated by Chardin. A greater
appreciation of the involvement of the two data-sets is present across the painting
but he has still not fully understood the significance of fixation. There are a number of
fixations configured within the painting and these help to confuse as opposed to
clarify. How do we know this? The asymmetry only occurs within the fixation area
(central vision) but this formulation has been recorded at least twice in the painting.
The principles of perspective are falling away entirely to reveal a few of the principles
of Vision-Space. Nevertheless, to the observer the work is more ‘engaging’. Notice
that it is the right hand profile of the asymmetrical rendering of the vase that is wider
than the left. This is just the preferred configuration of the data-sets presented within
central vision.
1, It is possible to appreciate that there are two vertical axes to the vase (and the
inkbottle to the right) which are non-aligned and asymmetrical. 2, The plate belongs
to two separate ellipses, which fail with respect to the geometry of perspective. 3,
One half of the plate has some degree of ‘photographic like’ rendering, in the other
half the information is disordered. 4, The apples have a ghosted outline. 5, The table
edge exists in two planes (foreground) as does the edge of wall (background).
The vase is the principle fixation point, however the inkbottle and the apples are each
given objective (fixation) status in their own right. The area immediately around the
vase is hazy and lacking in definition. On the right hand side just above the apple,
the broken line of the vase clearly indicates an appreciation of both image types (see
Vision-Spaced vase fig 26 pg 27). The area of high definition containing the vase is
extended to the front edge of the table. All these conditions are consistent with
Vision-Space configurations derived from my own intuitive records and observations.
The artist has made a valiant attempt to reconcile both elements on a 2D surface but
is unable to contain them within the geometry of perspective. As a result the vase is
‘taut’ with the artefacts and discrepancies resulting from the modulation of
experientially derived fragments.
It is worth looking at the flat 2D array of textured flower heads in Van Gogh painting
od sunflowers (left) with out the vase and then fixating on asymmetrical rendition of
the vase in the full picture (left) and blinking. The flower heads now form a spatial
array. This effect works better with one presented after the other in succession.
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Fig 40. The sunflowers, 1889, Van Gogh, Van Gogh Museum
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Fig 41.The White Table Cloth, c1926, Bonnard, Oil on Canvas,, Private collection

As with Cezanne, Bonnard has identified a fixation, the fruit bowl in the centre. He
has incorporated part of each data-set in the fixated object showing that the vertical
axes of the fruit bowl are non aligned ensuring that the shape of each half of the bowl
is asymmetrical.
1, The fruit bowl is the subject to be modulated having clear reference to both image
types. 2, Other areas of the painting are flat and lack the 3D visual impact or ‘pop
out’ of the central fruit bowl. 3, Bonnard has painted the two pieces of fruit at the
back of the image as flat, silhouetted forms.
Many of his works are equally clear on these points. Of interest is that he has moved
on from Cezanne by virtue that his works usually identify just one fixation point. To
be accurate to the processes of visual perception, a second fixation point would
require a separate canvas depicting the unique configuration of supporting contextual
elements. These paintings are not ‘pictures’ they are true ‘images’.
In this painting we see a whole raft of effects:
- There is a heightened sense of volume in the area representing central vision. The
fixation area has greater detail and enhanced colour saturation.
- The fixation area pops out of the painting and its geometry is isolated from that of
the surrounding objects. It has become decontextualized forming a specialist
volumetric area where the modulation of fragments takes place.
- If we look at the surrounding objects, they have symmetry, but are flat and
silhouetted. The context is rendered differently to that of central vision lacking
highlights etc.
Many art historians and commentators have debated the degree to which Bonnard
attempts to mimic visual perception. All (unsurprisingly) have failed to reconcile his
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work with the accepted vision science model. Surprisingly the result of such
endeavour by the historians has often been to reject the artist’s connection with
experiential vision as it doesn’t fit the science! I would suggest that Bonnard and the
other artists are operating beyond our current scientific appreciation of our sense of
vision. Bonnard was actually navigating the phenomenon with consummate ease.
Turner, Degas, Van Gogh, Picasso, Francis Bacon all these artists have to some
degree, broken into their visual percept. They were aware of the awkwardness and
tensions involved in rendering ‘real settings’ as visual images. However, it is equally
clear that they did not fully recognised the implications of their insights or take them
forwards to articulate ‘conceptually’ the clear break with the former paradigm that
they had uncovered. For example, it can be assumed that they did not fully
appreciate the ‘independence’ of the two data-sets or the full range of difference
between them. Nor did they fully appreciate the true importance of ‘fixation’ in the
composition of their images.
While the complexity of our visual presentations helped to ensure that a clear
formalisation of the principles of Vision-Space remained out of reach, all too often
artists contributed to this oversight by attempting to cover up, or paper over the
artefacts in an effort to re-establish and present to viewers a uniform and consistent
‘feel’ to the images being produced. While observers of the paintings could to some
extent appreciate the added saliency they could equally be distracted by the ‘so
called’ deformations involved in rendering them. On a conceptual basis, we know
that a vase is symmetrical and expect this to be referenced. After all, it is the
imperceptible exchange of data-sets involved in the sophisticated modulation
functions that ensure we enjoy an apparently homogenous or unified visual field. This
‘over time’ based set of possibilities is not available to the artist working on a single
canvas.28 So where early pioneers should have been drawing attention to the
‘deformations’ in an ordered and systematic way, they inevitably made compromises
in an effort to rationalise and unify the appearance of the representation to ‘appease’
the viewer. To a degree, they fudged the issue, to keep up appearances! The
alternative to this conservative approach to the rendition of a multifaceted visual field
would be to go to the other extreme. Is this the nature of Braque’s cubism and then
Picasso’s later so-called ‘abstractions’? In defence of this view, let us look at what
happens when we look at Vision-Space face transformations. First concentrating on
the eye appearing on left hand side of the photograph, then the mouth and then the
right hand side eye.

28

Vision-Space moving image footage can we see on the Perceptual Awareness Centre web site
@www.pacentre.com
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Fig 42. Original media Copyright status unknown at
publication

Fig 44. Fixation on the mouth

Fig 43. Fixation on the RH eye

Fig 45. Fixation on the LH eye
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Fig 46. This is not a pipe, Magritte, 1968, Magritte, San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, USA – This is
not a face

Now look at the Mondiglani image Fig 47. and compare with the fixated mouth
example Fig 44.

Fig 47. Jeanne Hebuterne with Necklace Modigliani 1917
Fig 48. Woman With a Hat Picasso 1941
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From here take the next step to the ‘abstracted’ heads of Picasso. From there to the
self portraiture of Francis Bacon.

Fig 49. Three Studies for Self Portrait, Francis Bacon1976. © copyright status unknown

As an artist I intuitively know that all of this is inextricably linked. Disentangling and
extricating this simple line of development from what has been written about these
works and the ‘classes’ of the art historians into which they have been ascribed will
be quite another matter altogether!
It should be noted that in the past each artist has had to ‘reinvent the wheel’ and start
from scratch. Each artist has had to discover for themselves the complexities of
phenomenal field and identify different strategies for rendering the encounter. Once
‘inside visual perception’, the artist could look and appreciate to some degree the
level to which others had made similar journeys and how their own contributions
relate. Until now, this was the only way to proceed.

The Author’s Work
I believe my work differs from the work of other artists in that I have developed a
working understanding of the basics of phenomenal field and have looked a bit
further down the line to comprehend the system that generates it. This can be
through of a perceptual structure through which we can start to understand multisense integration. It has been possible to develop a programming architecture from
these insights and to start the cross-fertilization of this with work being carried out in
other disciplines such as the cognitive and vision sciences. Here I will talk a bit about
the paintings. This goes against the grain for me, as the paintings don't need talking
‘about’, they need looking at. However, with the onset of conceptual art and the
illustration of ideas people have largely abandoned this level of engagement and
ceased engaging with the medium and the discipline.
Delineating the interface between the explicit and implicit data sets
The earlier works dealt with mainly with the composition mind makes with the datasets on a monocular basis. In general, the significance of ‘fixation’ where one set of
information is aligned to another limits the possible fixation points on each canvas to
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one.29 For this reason, many of my works are structured as triptychs depicting three
fixations of the scene being observed.
Having worked out the principle asymmetries that are deployed within the
modulations taking place within central vision I turned to the investigation of the
relationship that must exists between the two data potentials around the radial
circumference of the central vision. Very early on I was aware of the huge
implications of their being two data-potentials for us to modulate and the relationship
between them and how this played out within the phenomenon would inform us
about the nature of this duality. For this reason I adopt the composition of
phenomenal field typified by the diagram A on page 24, where all of central vision is
expressing the explicit data-set (no asymmetries within the spatial volume) ensuring
a clear distinction between data-set around the entire radial circumference of central
vision. I do not attempt to mask or ‘resolve’ the difference and discrepancies
encountered as I depict the interface between the data-sets. I allow them to present
as they occur within the phenomenon. How do I attend to these discrepancies? With
difficulty! It’s not possible to do this directly. You cant’ look at the interface, it has to
be inferred from obtaining enough of an understanding of the two data potentials
independently and then bringing the together and accepting the non alignments that
occur. With the interface ‘depicted’ we can then move away and consider the
arrangements within the stimuli. What effect do the artefacts have on us? Do they
assist with the saliency of the depiction?
As with the asymmetries within central vision, many technically focused picture
space devotees will declayer these ‘artefacts’ or ‘deformations’ as representative of
an unwanted backward step from the satisfactory homogeneous realism achieved by
optical projection systems. However, for the first time these paintings identify the
structure and ‘harmony’ operational within phenomenal field. This is a harmony
between our implicit and explicit take on reality that together establish our
relationship with the real. Some of the advantages of Vision-Space media to writers,
directors and producers are looked at in anther publication.30
Vision-Space models visual awareness allowing us to start to cue and formulate the
same range of judgements possible from exposure to a real setting. The extent to
which these factors are individualised and how they might vary between individuals is
a question we can approach once we have a basic system established. We are
aware that there are likely to be both ‘typical’ and ‘atypical’ variations to perceptual
structure.

29

Each fixation requires a new alignment between the two sets of information and hence another canvas.
30
Public Health England, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/how-healthy-behaviour-supports-childrenswellbeing
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Fig 50. Still Life with Oranges, By the author

A single fixation has been organised on the orange which when attended to, provides
the viewer with a naturalistic visual encounter with the setting as a whole. With
picture space an individual would be required to make multiple fixations across the
work to ‘build’ this saliency. Hence looking at Vision-Space media communicates
spatial meaning faster and enables us to consciously attend to the subject (our intent
within the scene) with greater clarity.
For example, when you fixate on the orange (circled in purple), the double reference
of the lid propped against the jar ‘unifies’ and appears whole. The artefact disappears
as we ‘use’ or ‘process’ the offset to help to generate saliency. Notice that other
subtle references are made to both data-sets outside the area where the two datatypes interface (eg. the side of the blue bottle). These references appear as
‘artefacts’ but also promote spatial saliency. In moving image footage these
references imperceptibly modulate through time. As mentioned earlier, artists have
learned to deploy these but also to some extent mask them from the critical explicit
form of awareness operational in central vision.
Also notice how all of the area representative of peripheral vision is referenced at an
angle with respect to the area in central vision around the orange. It’s this that
accounts for the shift in the plane of the table referenced in front of the orange. This
‘awareness’ of the two data-sets is particularly evident in the works of Cezanne.
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Fig 51. Still Life with Jug, By the author

The fixation point is the apple on the jug, between and beyond the plaster hands and
blue bottle (indicated by the purple ring below). The sphere of influence of the image
type in fixation touches the blue bottle and the lid of the jug but the plaster hands are
registered almost entirely in the data-set that surrounds central vision, despite the fact
that pictorially some fingers are immediately adjacent to the fixation point on the 2D
plane.
This reveals that the fixation dataset has a spherical extent in space
around the fixation point. This is
seen in Bonnard’s work (page 33).
Outside this ‘sphere of influence’,
the second image type is in
ascendancy. If the viewer of the
work fixates on the same fixation
point as the artist, the double
registration of areas of the blue
bottle are not ‘noticed’, the offsets
contribute to the saliency of the
image.

The fixation area has a greater sense of objective form, which lies beyond the ability
of perspective to generate.
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Fig 52. Still Life with Blue Bottle, by the author

Fixation is established on the cork set in neck of the blue bottle. Nothing else apart
from neck of the bottle in which the cork is projecting is contained within the fixation
volume (indicated by the purple ring). Everything else in the picture is contained in
the remaining data-set. Even the line of the table pictorially immediately behind the
neck of the bottle.
Notice how the body of the bottle
is divided between the image
types as the fixation volume gives
way to the influence of the other
image type. Again, if you fixate
on the cork, these distinctions
melt away. The brain is able to
recognise this configuration and
‘use’ the offset.
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In this triptych three fixation points have been selected. In the first fixation is made on
the single candle holder. The conditions over the rest of the image are controlled by
the implicit data set forming peripheral vision.
In the second fixation is made on the bulbous part of the candelabra stem. Here the
arms exiting the spatial volume of central vision are clearly ‘off set’ with respect to the
arms referenced in the peripheral zone.
In the third panel I am fixating on the area
where the arms of the Candelabra meet.
Note the spherical demarcation zone
between the two areas of influence where
the two distinct positions of each arm are
referenced. Again if you concentrate on
the fixation point, the image looks
complete and a good sense of spatial
volume is appreciable. If the
discrepancies had been fudged within this
zone then we would find it difficult to form
the associated spatial saliency.
Modulation of these factors achieved in
moving image footage would lessen the
impact of the offsets while facilitating the
spatial saliency.

Fig 53. Candelabra – by the author
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Fig 54. Looking at Roger, by the author

No attempt has been made at picture
composition beyond making the fixation
point of each image central on the
canvas. The rings indicate the fixation
areas around which the second data-set
is positioned. This image type is less
detailed and becomes incrementally
more disordered away from fixation.
As you stand in front of these paintings
and stare at the fixation areas the
discrepancies between the interface of
zones merge. As they merge the spatial
saliency of the work becomes apparent.

Of particular interest is the bicycle hung on the wall. The pedal wheel is circular
in fixation. The bike wheels are elliptical and fragmented in the peripheral dataset. I was amazed as I drew these. I was unwilling to believe that I was really
encountering this sort of distortion in peripheral areas and that the brain would
be able to ‘merge’ this order of deformation. However, when confronting the
finished work and fixating on the pedal wheel this is exactly what occurs!
The mind is receiving enough information correctly resembling a genuine
composition of monocular projection, to develop the heightened saliency of the
cues embedded in the work.
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This studio self-portrait records the process of observing the scene in three instances.
Three fixation points made, in three different time frames. In the first the fixation point
has me looking down at my feet adjacent to the paint can. Note the lines defining my
back where the relative position between the two data sets can be clearly seen. Move
your attention back to the heel of the foot as fixation and the discrepancies disappear.

In the third canvas I am fixating on my
hand and the immediate area around it.
To emphasise the time-based nature of
the fixation lead method of visual enquiry,
I have replaced the can with the dustbin in
the foreground! The circles represent
areas of interest, interfaces between the
two image types. Note that the face is far
from the fixation point and is consequently
referenced as heavily disordered with
almost no detail. There is a heavy
potential for perceptual compression
within Vision-Space media.
The ‘portrait’ like head canvas attempts to
deal with the head as a decontextualized
form acknowledging both data structures.

Fig 55. Self Portrait, by the author
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Fig 56. Bathers, by the author

Painted from a photograph (not shown) but composed here as a visual image, the
painted representation of the scene has appreciably greater saliency when viewed
from the two selected fixation points shown ringed in purple. The reason for using
a photograph as the base information source was to prove to myself that the base
principles I had devised through life study and formulated into a new from of
illusionary space, could be deployed in optical media. If the transformation
process could be automated in a software application then it would be possible to
revolutionise all forms of information display?
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Fig 57. Self-portrait, by the author

Fig 57. Self-portrait, by the author

Delineating the structure of the implicit data set
Later paintings started to tackle the structure and implications of the implicit data sets
about which so little is known and appreciated. This obviously involves examine in
much finer detail the nature of the disorder field constituting of our phenomenal field
referred to quite incorrectly as peripheral vision. Using the term peripheral vision
indicates that this data-set starts to appear outside macular vision extending to the
limits of phenomenal field. Vision-Space identifies that it is actually presents across
the entirety of phenomenal field and that the explicit from of vision in central vision is
modulated within it. This suggests that it actually constitutes the basis of visual
awareness. Far from being a degraded form of central vision falling off to blur
according to some optical depth of field function, this data-set holds vital significance
with respect to the saliency of vision and visual awareness in general. I suggest that
it is the absence of this data-set from all our current forms of information display that
is leading to some very significant effects that are playing out at both cultural and
global levels, potentially effecting the perceptual structures of countless millions of
children in ever increasing numbers.
There aren’t any pixels in vision. Vision has nothing to do with the projection of optics
we understand to be behind the fundamentals of photographic record. We generate
vision it’s closer to a controlled hallucination dependent upon the combination of
controlling factors we can conceive of as forming ‘perceptual structure’. It’s through
this structure that we achieve multi-sense integration. Our assertion is that perceptual
structure is dependent on a field structure that we the sentient being, generate.
‘Visual reality’ being perceived in terms of this biologically defined system with visual
cues developing from segmented data-potentials embedded within the light array. In
this section we look more specifically at the unique visual cues pertaining to the radial
structure of phenomenal field.
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Fig 58. Figure in a landscape, By the author

Fig 59. Russia, By the author
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Fig 60. Chaos and night, By the author

Over many years I have used ‘the figure in a landscape’ scenario in an attempt to
record an evolving sense of figurative presence. Having previously put aside a well
understood execution of perspective and picture space that failed to account for
something vital to experiential encounter, I deliberately only allowed aspects of form
that I felt to be meaningful with respect to the realisation of the missing elements. The
missing elements were not going to manifest from mere ‘development’ of the existing
tool kit.
Given the rather introverted nature of the pursuit and to be honest the difficulty I had
in approaching this situation, I took to recording ‘pictorially’ the news items of the day
alongside forming the ‘landscape’. This explains the subject matter here, the
specifics of which I want to put to one side for the purpose of this presentation.
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Fig 61. Portishead beach, by the author 2013

There aren’t any pixels in vision. The juxtaposition of styles of representation is
obviously very significant. The rendition of the news item is pixelated and I hope
optically consistent enough to qualify as ‘pictorial’. Its execution is mechanical,
process driven and ultimately optically derived. There is inevitably a lack of context
both spatial and in terms of the story. I have resorted to adding the gas mask motif to
provide some of the missing information. It does a job, it tells us about ‘what’ is out
there, but there’s nothing about the receiver here, nothing about ‘how’ that scene was
encountered.

Fig 62. Still life with vase and screen, by the author 2010

From other VS presentations we understand that there is a structure underpinning the
phenomenon of vision and that there are processes of imperceptible information
exchange taking place within it. It's the combination of these factors that leads to the
saliency of vision. In this rendition of phenomenal field both the head and eyes are
fixed straight ahead looking at the vase. In the painting I wish to discuss in detail the
head is pointing forwards but the eyes are looking slightly to the right and up a bit,
fixation is on my daughter’s head.
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Fig 63. Fixation within phenomenal field

Fig 64. Fixation within the painting

The rendition of the data-sets here is broadly consistent with those that underpin the
structure of phenomenal field.
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Fig 65. The all possibilities field under painting

Fig 66. Portishead beach partially completed showing under painting

Fundamental to the generation of vision appears to be an ‘all possibilities field’. What
do I mean by this? I visualise a field ‘potential’ a state of ‘waiting on’, a system
whereby every possible spatial outcome can materialise out from. Not in the sense of
a blank piece of paper that can hold any type of mark but in the sense of all possible
outcomes being ‘booted’ awaiting fleeting realisation within.
In terms of phenomenal filed this system of presentation dominates in what is
commonly referred to as peripheral vision representing around 90% of phenomenal
field. The field efficiently sets out within its compass ‘where’ things are in the
environment Space is implied directly from the data-set. Spatial awareness not being
akin to what we currently understand as 3D resulting from binocular fusion
technologies.
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Fig 67. Indicating x,y&z dimensions of the spatial field

Experiential spatial awareness realises proximity cues relating to distance from a
setting out point typically aligned with the optical focus of central vision. The field is
radial in nature emanating from the selected fixation point and therefor not related to
depth of field. Depth of field produces a horizontal plane of focus in the x,y axis of
pictorial space, this falling off to a function of ‘optical blur’ forward and behind the
focal plane.

Fig 68. The under painting of the region around the head and in-filled version

The field structure of vision is radial falling off to an incrementally increasing degree of
‘disordered’ data, proportionate to actual physical distances in the real setting or
scene. This system of spatial rendering forms a unique spatial texture denoting x,y &
z coordinates.
So in this instance the fixation is on the head of my daughter Hannah where we I am
supplementing true ‘disorder’ with simply the size of brush mark. This produces a
rather ‘course’ form of spatial texture but still capable of carrying the spatial values.
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Now lets explore the extents of this field and the spatial cues it affords. We are not
making a 2D pictorial representation 3D, we are replacing pictorial structure with the
structure of phenomenal field that’s generated by perceptual structure.
In the under painting we saw the various diameters of Prussian blue blobs appear
across the dark space. The black area is only indicative of the extents of phenomenal
field. The percentage in appearance of the different size dots is intended to be
broadly random apart from around the fixation point, which just helps me a bit as I
introduce finer detail in that area.
The first point to notice is that in the far background the dots remain randomly
allocated. The sky, the coastline of Wales, and most of the Bristol channel. These
areas fall outside the range of the proximity cues set out from the head.
‘Spatial values’ start to appear in the field at a distance encompassing the rocky
outcrop behind the figure. Here the marks are of the same size, large, and
themselves made up of smaller individual blobs. If we then look at the green sea
marshes we can see smaller scale marks and the close we get to the figure so the
size of marks reduces. Finally as we move up the figure the marks reduce again until
we loose them entirely moving into the independent rendering system with its own set
of cues operational in central vision.

Fig 69. Indicating the areas depicting wave forms

We can see the grading process also realised in the rendering of the small breaking
waves. In the far distance, rendering is just a few dots. These dots being the same
size as the subset dots forming the extremes of spatial referencing used on the rocks.
As the braking waves get closer to the observer so their relative size increases.
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Fig 70. The rendering of the wave features and the vertical poles

Note however that their proximity with respect to the fixation point doesn't change that
much as the curve around the shore line, so their rendering with respect to disorder
value remains quite constant and within the terms of the largest value and its subsets.
The inverse is seen in the rendering of the straight-line trajectory of the poles that
close proximity on the fixation and then open out again.
We now need to consider in finer detail how the system operates across the sea
marsh with respect to rendering forms within the grasses. To recap, the ‘where’
system specialises in spatial awareness and not the realisation of objective form.
However as we close from the edge of grasses the associated reduction in size of
mark starts to allow for delineation of individual grass stems.
In addition, the closer to the observer we get the bigger the blade of grass appears
and hence demarcation of form takes place even with larger brush marks. Detail and
objective form within the field increases the closer to fixation and also the closer to
the observer positioned with in the field.
I believe there’s a link here with the realisations apparent in work of Van Gogh. The
size of the drawn mark remains almost constant at depth throughout pictorial space.
Light radiates from the sun and the clouds and terrestrial distances form within its
light field. Within the cottage garden, it’s what the line denotes in the landscape that
changes size, the length of the line or size of the squiggle remains constant. The
lines of the distant mountains are same size as the middle ground lines denoting roof
or the palings of the gate or the length of the grass in the foreground.
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Fig 71. Cottage Garden, Van Gogh, 1889, Musee d’Orsay, Paris
Fig 72. Sun above the walled field, Van Gogh, 1889, Kroller-Muller Museum, Otterlo
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Fig 73. Harvest in Provence, Van Gogh, 1888, Kupferstichkabinett, Staatliche Museen, Berlin

It's a different strategy being adopted here for sure but its still providing a spatial cue
indicating an awareness of the issues on behalf of the artist. The strategy he adopts
actually fails to deliver a designated fixation or actual proximity cues. The associated
‘spatial value’ is inaccessible to the viewer without recourse to the mechanisms of
pictorial space. We have to understand the pictorial space and then the size of the
mark used to denote a form takes on a spatial sense. The spatial reference is not
independent of pictorial cues and the consideration of objective form – the spatial
texture is entangled with it.
We can also consider the perception of planes or surfaces within the field structure.
Here we see that a leaf of the screen is demarked in space by the increasing size of
the brush strokes – there is a spatial gradient. The ‘values’ embedded in the mark
denote the surface – not the pictorial depiction of the form that each mark may
contain. In this case we have conceptually and explicitly appreciated the structure
behind this system by using central vision to assess a number of areas and then
consciously constructed an understanding of what’s going on. However, this is not
‘how’ we naturally form and deploy these cues within the phenomenon of vision. The
entire field is simultaneously ‘understood’, unconsciously appreciated.
This spatial understanding is ‘implicit’ and embedded in the field data-set providing an
holistic sense of space. Our primary form of spatial awareness is comprehended
without us attending to it through central vision and the ‘what’ pathway. We are aware
of the spatial arrangements of the scene as we look at the vase forming the intended
fixation. In fact this form of spatial awareness is ‘prior’ to awareness of form being
generated in central vision.
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Fig 74. Still life with vase and screen, By author
Fig 75. Still life with vase and screen with annotation

Finally we can consider how our nose supports awareness within phenomenal field.
With some organisation we can of course remove our arms, legs and body from our
field of view but our nose and to some extent our eyebrows are fixed assets! Through
these protuberances into phenomenal field we are automatically embedded within our
visual presentations. The structure of the field set out from fixation always providing
some indication of our proximity with respect to fixation.
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Fig 76. The rendition of the observers nose with respect to fixation

In the painting we can also appreciate how the nose could also be providing
indication of direction of gaze. While the head is point forwards here, our eyes are
looking to the right, hence there is more of the nose rendered in right eye visual field
and less in left eye field.

Fig 77. The direction of gaze differentiated by nasal references

Vision-Space is a new form of illusionary space revealing that picture space,
perspective and optical projection are at best only half the story badly told!
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Implications for our information display systems
Specialist independent patent analysis undertaken in the US identifies VS as a
paradigm shifting breakthrough with over 200 commercial applications across 12
industries. As a new form of illusionary space it’s advantages with respect to the
communication of information both in term of content messaging and efficiencies in
delivery will ultimately ensure that it supersedes the data structures currently in use.
However I would also suggest is that there are highly significant potential health
issues with respect to the existing structure to data underpinning our information
display systems that we must not ignore. We are increasingly living within the virtual
space of our information display systems and we are also starting this immersion
process earlier in our lives.
Vision-Space identifies that picture space which includes photographic media and
computer graphics, does not resemble the data structures operational within
phenomenal field. Contributions from the implicit data-potential, the single most
important element of phenomenal field is entirely absent. Vision is nonphotographically rendered.
What would the likely consequences be of over immersion within a deficient, nonnaturalistic, artificial virtual reality? If the influence of these non-perceptually
structured devices stretch across all industries, permeating every aspect of our lives
and the way we communicate with each other and think about the whole nature of
reality. There should be some very generic negative repercussions occurring that
remain without explanation. There should be repercussions playing out at a cultural
level across the world to which we would be almost blind and even in some denial of.
Where some perceptually intuitive individuals may be picking up the symptoms and
even proposing the right linkages we would be expect to find the approach that gave
rise to the current system being unable to respond to the indicators for lack of a
system capable of measurement against to provide the statistical ‘proof’. The
parameters of the existing system will inevitably find nothing in support of and
actively resist the proposition that anything is amiss because the issues lie outside its
terms of reference. The existing system is effectively blind to the issues and could
not provide solutions bar limiting engagement or exposure to the system.31
The field structure that we generate throughout phenomenal field factors us into our
visually perceived world. It is primarily through the field structure that we manifest
spatial awareness and orientate ourselves with respect to the environment. We
immerse ourselves, see ourselves in relation to other objects and understand how
others are seeing us. The field structure contextualizes the world for us. It’s probably
highly involved in our ability to empathize with others. This rendering system
31

Public Health England, https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/how-healthy-behaviour-supports-childrenswellbeing
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provides us with our sense of being within the world of belonging within it.
It is broadly acknowledged that there is a formative period in the development of a
child’s visual system known as the critical period and it extends into teenage years.
This is where the visual system and consequently our perceptual structure is set. We
learn 'how' to see. We learn 'how' to hear. Perceptual structure is the mechanism
through which we engage with the world, our environment and others, its the system
through which we form our relationship with the real. Extensive exposure to the
impoverished input of our virtual reality system is likely to adversely affect this
development leading to the creation of a-typical perceptual structures that beyond
the critical period may be impossible to rectify.
Imagine a world where the implicit take on reality had been stripped out. Are we
describing the autistic condition, reflecting over reliance on the explicit system that
decontextualizes objective form? If anyone is interested in the broader cultural
implications of us living without the ‘implicit’ take on reality then I can recommend the
book by Iain McGuilchrist: The Master and His Emissary. The warning signs are
manifesting all around us.
The Vision-Space patent analysis threw up these potential linkages without me
seeding them – once the nature of the breakthrough is formulated they suggest
themselves. Some autism specialists also freely relate to this potential while others
need the proof before actively considering the linkage. Proof required prior to the
technology enabling the proof to manifest! Until we have an academic architecture
for VS to enable the statistics to emerge then proof of the connection will inevitably
be very difficult to establish.
Without an academic programming architecture for VS and the general introduction
of Vision-Space across and throughout our information display systems are we to
just watch the rise in autism rates and related conditions? Do we just keep wringing
our hands, advocating avoidance and developing the therapy techniques?
Every electronics company in the world needs to seriously consider the implications
of the structure of information display operational within their devices and the
implications with respect to human health. The best way of doing this is to fund PAC
and the Vision-Space project as a matter of urgency.

John Jupe 2005 (Revised 2014)
Contact: john.jupe@pacentre.org
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